UTTAM SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Grade: Nursery
Weekly Planner: 16th February- 20th February,2015
Theme: Bears
Words in Focus:
Friends: green, tall, grass, jump, hop, deep, river, splish-splash, slushy, plodding, chatak-patak, wet, mud
The daily time table is divided into Circle Time, Theme Time, Math Time, Play Time, Creative Expression and Language Time.
DATE

16th February
Tall Green Grass

17th February
Holiday

18th February
A deep Blue River

19th February
Wet Slushy Mud

20th February
Rain drops

-Free play followed
by ‘Clean Up’ Song.
-Mark attendance.
- Update the
Calendar and Weather
Update Chart.
- Share name of the
animal you would like
to find if you don’t
find a bear.
-Sing and enact the
song ’Let’s Find a
Big One’.
-Paint river along
with the grass pasted
on the sheet with the
recap of the words in
the song.

-Free play followed
by ‘Clean Up’ Song.
-Mark attendance.
- Update the
Calendar and
Weather Update
Chart.
- Recall the sounds
you have learnt in
the song.
- Sing and enact the
song ’Let’s Find a
Big One’.
-Paste mud along
the river on the
sheet with the recap
of the words in the
song.

-Free play followed
by ‘Clean Up’ Song.
-Mark attendance.
- Update the
Calendar and Weather
Update Chart.
- Share the actions
you liked doing the
most.

ACTIVITY

CIRCLE
TIME

Free play followed by
‘Clean Up’ Song.
-Mark attendance.
-Update the Calendar
and Weather Update
Chart.
-Share how are you
feeling today.

Holiday
on
account of
Maha
Shivaratri

THEME
TIME

-Sing and enact the song
’Let’s Find a Big One’.
-Paste grass cutouts
with the recap of the
words in the song.

SHORT
BREAK

Children will bring a peeled and diced seasonal fruit wrapped in cling foil and a desert fork.

-Sing and enact the
song ’Let’s Find a
Big One’.
-Paste raindrops
along the river on
the sheet with the
recap of the words in
the song.

MATH TIME

-Count blocks as per the
number shown.

- Identify and show
numbers 1-5 by
making balls with the
play dough.
-Sing a rhyme ‘Teddy
Bear Teddy Bear.

- Identify and trace
numbers on sand
paper cards.
Trace numbers 1-5
in sand trays.

- Identify and show
numbers by making
groups of things.
-Complete worksheet
S4.

MENU FOR
BREAK

Vegetable fried rice

Whole wheat
vegetable sandwich

Whole wheat Pasta

PLAY TIME

Listen to the story ’The
Big Race’

Listen to the story
’The Big Race’

Listen to the story
’The Big Race’

Food will be served
by Cafeteria. Kindly
check the menu on
www.uttamschool.org
.
Listen to the story
’The Big Race’

- Match the letter P,Q
and R.with the picture
word card.
-Complete worksheet
S1.1

-Sing rhymes of
letters S,T &U.
-Identify words that
begin with these
letters in the rhymes.

-- Identify the
pictures and letters.
-Draw pictures of
things that begin with
letters ’Y&Z’.

Practice for the Class
Day

Practice for the Class
Day

- Identify the
pictures and letters.
-Draw pictures of
things that begin
with letters
’V,W&X’.
Practice for the
Class Day

- Read the story ‘Five
Friends’ on page no:
105 in the ‘Tales and
Tunes “ book.
- Identify the picture
words that begin with
letters ‘P,Q, R‘ in the
‘Alphabet Fun’ book.

-Sing a rhyme ‘Teddy
Bear Teddy Bear.”in
the ‘Tales and Tunes
“ book.
- Identify the picture
words that begin with
letters ‘S,T,U ‘in the
‘Alphabet Fun’ book.

- Identify the
picture words that
begin with letters
‘V,W,X ‘in the
‘Alphabet Fun’
book.

- Identify the picture
words that begin with
letters ‘Y&Z‘in the
‘Alphabet Fun’ book.

LANGUAGE
TIME

CREATIVE
EXPRESSION
PARENTCHILD
ACTIVITIES/
RESOURCES

Practice for the Class
Day

Note: The class photograph will be clicked on Monday ie 16- 2-15. Kindly send your ward in proper school uniform and washed school shoes.

